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From the publishers of The Unofficial Guide(r) to Walt Disney World(r)  "A Tourist's Best Friend!"

-Chicago Sun-Times  "Indispensable" -The New York Times  Five Great Features and Benefits 

offered ONLY by The Unofficial Guide(r): * Each casino reviewed in detail and ranked, from the best

values to the hottest slots * Helpful hints for getting the best room and the lowest possible rate-and

the inside story on packages and Internet booking * Insider tips on casino gambling, with proven

strategies for making the most of your betting dollars * Where to find the best buffets, plus detailed

reviews of more than 100 restaurants-a complete dining guide within the book * Tips for gaining

easy access to the top shows and best evening entertainment, plus reviews of each  Sample Rating

 Cirque du Soleil's MystÃ¨re  Appeal by Age under 21 21-37  38-50 51+H  Host casino and

showroom T. I.-Cirque du Soleil Showroom; # 702-894-7722 or 800-392-1999  Type of show Circus

as theater. Admission cost with taxes $95/$60, limited seats. Cast size 75. Nights of lowest

attendance Thursday. Usual show times Wednesday-Saturday, 7:30 and 10:30 p.m.; Sunday, 4:30

and 7:30 p.m. Dark Monday and Tuesday. Special comments No table service (no tables!). Topless

No. Author's rating ..... Duration of presentation 1H hours.
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Paperback: 472 pages

Publisher: Wiley; Revised edition (September 9, 2005)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 0764583409

ISBN-13: 978-0764583407

Product Dimensions:  5.1 x 1 x 8 inches

Shipping Weight: 15.2 ounces

Average Customer Review:     4.3 out of 5 stars       10 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #7,587,868 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #86 inÂ Books > Travel > United

States > Nevada > Las Vegas   #93 inÂ Books > Travel > United States > Nevada > General  

#6007 inÂ Books > Travel > United States > West > Mountain

From the publishers of The Unofficial GuideÂ® to Walt Disney WorldÂ® "A Tourist's Best Friend!"

&#151;Chicago Sun-Times "Indispensable" &#151;The New York Times Five Great Features and

Benefits offered ONLY by The Unofficial GuideÂ®:  Each casino reviewed in detail and ranked, from



the best values to the hottest slots Helpful hints for getting the best room and the lowest possible

rate&#151;and the inside story on packages and Internet booking Insider tips on casino gambling,

with proven strategies for making the most of your betting dollars Where to find the best buffets,

plus detailed reviews of more than 100 restaurants&#151;a complete dining guide within the book

Tips for gaining easy access to the top shows and best evening entertainment, plus reviews of each

 Sample Rating Cirque du Soleil's MystÃ¨re Appeal by Age under 21 21&#150;37 38&#150;50 51+H

Host casino and showroom T. I.&#151;Cirque du Soleil Showroom; # 702-894-7722 or

800-392-1999 Type of show Circus as theater. Admission cost with taxes $95/$60, limited seats.

Cast size 75. Nights of lowest attendance Thursday. Usual show times Wednesday&#150;Saturday,

7:30 and 10:30 p.m.; Sunday, 4:30 and 7:30 p.m. Dark Monday and Tuesday. Special comments

No table service (no tables!). Topless No. Author's rating ..... Duration of presentation 1H hours.

Bob Sehlinger is the publisher of Menasha Ridge Press and the author of numerous Unofficial

Guides, including the Unofficial Guide to Las Vegas and the best-selling Unofficial Guide to Walt

Disney World.

I found this book to be a fairly good overview, but perhaps not as in-depth as I was hoping for. I

have read many other Unofficial Guide books, and seem to prefer them among all the travel guides

out there. The book is layed out well and easy to either read all the way through or just hunt for the

information you are looking for. However, it was not as in-depth on some of the hotels and dining as

I would have liked. It does have a great section on gambling that is perfect for beginners or those

who have never had much luck. It tells you how to play it safe so that you don't lose your life's

savings, as well as gives you tips on how to win at what you can. Basically its just practical and

doesn't make you believe that its taught you some magic new way to win millions, which is really

pretty rare in gambling advice. Overall, I would say that this book is perfect for anyone wanting to

get a good overview of the city and all its available attractions, but perhaps not quite in-depth

enough for the experienced traveler looking for insider information.

Kudos to Bob Sehlinger and his merry team of scribes. Finally a guidebook on Las Vegas that has

very comprehensive unbiased reports on hotels, casinos and restaurants. There is a simple rating

and quality system they have devised to make searching for a hotel much easier, and it screams of

exceptionally detailed and well researched data. There is an excellent blend of restaurants reviewed

and rated including the better buffets in town. The writers are quick to point out the places that are



targetted towards locals as well as tourists, which will give any reader good alternatives to the very

high tourist-based strip & downtown places. Excellent coverage is given to the production & lounge

shows - most importantly, it will make your decision which Cirque de Soleil show to see based on

your tastes (and budget). For the golfer, a superb guide and rating system of the courses in and

around Vegas will make teeing off a breeze, and for fitness freaks, both hotel and local fitness

centres are reviewed as well as suggested biking, running and skiing options. There is some good

basic gambling advice (I have never read anything else that makes the seemingly impossible rules

and betting systems of Craps so much easier to understand!) and hints as to which places are best

suited to individual gambling preferences. My only criticism, and it is minor, is the lack of coverage

afforded to attractions outside downtown & the strip. Sehlinger makes it clear that the locals of Las

Vegas would rather the city be known for much more than the casino and gambling reuptation the

town is built on, but he fails to go into detail the multitude of options around Vegas. Whilst this not

may be his task (take a hint LVTB) and he does cover Red Rock, Valley of Fire, Lake Mead etc,

there is very little reference to museums and other points of interest for those seeking more than the

Strip & Downtown experience. Overall, an excellent book, and I know my future trips to Las Vegas

will be far more enjoyable beacuse of it.

This book really wasn't as good as the other "Unofficial Guides" I've used. I thought the write ups

about the hotels, shows and attractions were pretty good and very readable but there didn't really

seem to be much "insiders" info. I feel like I could have gotten the write ups about the hotels, etc.

from any other of the millions of travel books about LV but I wanted this one because I thought it

would give us some inside scoop, which I didn't really feel it did. If you've used "The Unoffical Guide

To Walt Disney World" you know it has these really great "touring plans" that weren't found in this

book. It would be a great addition if they would like to make this book more useful.

This is an easy to use guide full of great information on Las Vegas. It is the most complete and up to

date guide available. I checked all the new guides this year to see if any had the latest information

on the new Hooters Hotel. This was the only one that had the hotel listed under its new name and it

also had all the new restaurants and other information. Vegas grows and changes more rapidly than

any other place on earth. This guide does a great job of keeping up with the pace of change in Las

Vegas.The only thing this guide is lacking is photos. If you want pretty pictures I would recommend

the Insight Guide.



I live in Las Vegas, and buy this guide yearly. It is invaluable in finding new restaurants on, and off,

the strip, as well as giving me information about the hotels. I refer to it for guests that are comming

into town, as well as myself. I use the showroom reviews and guides often. Unless I already had an

itinerary planned, I would buy this guide if you are planning a trip to Las Vegas, even if it is a

permanent trip.

Yay! Finally a more comprehensive UNBIASED book on Vegas. The Unofficial Guide does not give

every hotel a thumbs-up and rightly so. When we visit Vegas we want the real deal on places, like

VegasADD.com or cheapov egas.com, not a fluffed-up description that looks like it was written by

each hotel and restaurant.

was first time going to vegas and the book helped me with everything. I leared about dining lodging

gambling shows and entertainment. It was terrific

IF YOUR THINKING OF GOING TO TO LAS VEGAS THIS IS THE NUMBER 1 BOOK TO BUY

BEFORE YOU GO!!!!!
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